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'7('$+'3:'!;+%&!:$'1+%-+3/#+:'!5'%&#1!ABC*<!!As one author at this conference has 
written previously, if a VAT were to be adopted to supplement or partially replace the 
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 The main lessons for the U.S. are the following. First, the case for full taxation of  
the PNC sector under the VAT is strong. Second, the Australian-New Zealand 
model emerges as the best alternative to the exempt treatment of PNC sector 
supplies. Under this model, essentially all the goods and services supplied by PNC 
bodies are within the scope of the VAT and treated like any supplies from the 
private sector. The Australian- New Zealand model features few instances of zero-
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is complex, it gives rise to several non- neutralities, and is too gradualist.   
  
 Were the U.S. to adopt a federal VAT, it would be well advised to get the design 
right from the start and subject the sector to VAT along the lines of the Australian-
New Zealand model and stay as close as possible to full taxation of the PNC sector 
-- and others -- under the VAT. To address the issue of states as taxable persons, it 
should modify the model slightly to provide state and local governments (and only 
those) with the option to collect tax. In comparison with the alternatives, this 
design would result in the system with the lowest efficiency costs, and possibly the 











1. The federal VAT introduced in 1991 -- the Goods and Services Tax (GST);   
 
2. The extension of the GST in 1997 to three small eastern provinces -- the 
Harmonized Sales Tax (HST), which will also apply from 2010 in Ontario;  
 
3. The unique provincial VAT introduced in 1991 in the province of Québec -- the 
Québec Sales Tax (QST);  
  
4. The provincial sales tax that continues to exist in most other provinces -- the retail 
sales tax (RST).18 
 
Bird and Gendron argue in this volume that this combination of consumption taxes has 
important lessons for the US were it to adopt an add-on federal VAT. Specifically, they 
note that-- 
! !
For decades, academics had argued almost unanimously that one could not impose a 
standard credit-invoice destination-based value added tax (VAT) at the subnational 
level of government. Canada's almost two decades of experience demonstrates 
conclusively that this view is incorrect: not only can it be done, but it has been 
done, and done well.  Moreover, Canadian experience also demonstrates that a 
federal VAT can work perfectly well in a country in which some subnational units 
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c)5'*!DXYYWE!N)%&$,3!c)5'*0!The Politics of Tax Law Reform: A Comparative  
Analysis of the Adoption of Value Added Taxes in Australia, Canada and the  
United States  
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